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History and Pevelopement of the Word Association Method .

The first experimental work on the word association meth-

od was published in 1879 by Francis Galton (1), He prepared

a list of 75 words to each of v/hieh he obtained one or sev-

eral free associations, using himself as subject. The list

was repeated four times in different environments, and the

results convinced him that the associations are not governed

to any extent by rasnory. It took 660 seconds to form the

505 ideas, which persuaded him that the mental process he

was investigating could not be revery or continuous associa-

tion. Of the 505 associations only 289 were different, so

there was much less variety in the ideas than he had sup-

posed. He examined the relative number of associations com-

ing from different periods of life, and found that one-half

of them concerned events of youth. His associations fell in-

to three classes, (1) imagined soixnds of words, (2) sense im-

agery, (3) histrionic representations. His list of words he

found to be of three types, (1) those that allow of mental

imagery, (2) those that allow of histrionic interpretation,

and (3) abstract words. For Galton, histrionic ideas always

appear as the first association, verbal associations occur

about equally as first or second association, and imagery

usually comes second. Even at this early date Galton antici-

pated the application of the words association method to

psychoanalysis

.

In 1883 Wujidt published an article on psychological meth-

ods (2) in which he proposed a statistical method of collect-





ing a large group of single associations for one subject, in-

vestigating their origin and getting the association time.

He suggested, too, a correlation of results between normal

and pathological subjects.

In the same year, Trautschold (3), a student of Wundt,

made an extended investigation of the word association re-

action, using the Hipp chronoscope and two Morse keys, which

were released with the finger simultaneously with the speak-

ing of stimulus and response word. He had four subjects and

obtained averages on 40 to 256 words for the (1) simple re-

action time, (2) the v/ord reaction time, that is, simple re-

action time to the apperception of a word, (3) the word dis-

crimination time, v/hich is (2) minus (1), (4) the association

reaction time, and (5) the association time, which is (4)

minus (2). It is this association time that he v;as most in-

terested in. Its average for all subjects v/as 0,727 seconds.

The association reaction time varied from 0,896 secondsto

1,154 seconds, for different su.bjects. Trautschold obtained

further results in one type of controlled association where

the response v/as required to be a subsuraption. The associa-

tion tifne here is higher than for free association, 0,874

seconds. He classified his 60 stimulus words into three

classes, concrete objects, words expressing conditions, and

abstracts, and found that the association time is increas-

ingly longer for each class. He further gives a classifi-

cation of the associations into inner and outer associations

with various subgroups.





Cattell, in 1886, workirxg in Wundt's laboratory, was the

next to take up the problem. His first paper (5) gives the

time it takes to see and name objects. He exposed through a

slit various objects on a revolving drum and got the reaction

times with the Hipp chronoscope. For letters the time is l/E

second. He finds that a slit width siich that two letters

are e>qposed at once shortens the time 1/40 second, and on up

to five letters v/hich shortens the time l/SOO second. The

time for words having no connection is 1/4 second per v/ord,

for v;ords making sentences 1/8 second. He gives results al-

so on the comparative time for different size letters, types

of script, foreign words, colors and pictures of objects.

Cattell's second paper (6) in the same year gives results

for simple reaction time to light and sound, and shov/s that

the reaction time is shortest for a concentrated state of at-

tention, greater for normal attention and longest for dis-

tracted attention, when the distraction is continuous adding

and the stimulus is light or an electric shock. These varia-

tions in reaction time are slight however, but sufficient for

him to argue for a theory of attention. After getting fur-

ther results on distraction Cattell concludes that (1) the

ordinary degrees of attention do not affect the raction time,

(2) perception and v/illing are not factors in the reaction

time, for they are not necessary for the motor center to act.

The willing is done before the stimulus occurs and merely

sets the brain paths in a state of readiness. The perception

time is the interval betv.-een sensation and perception. It





is not possible to add a perception to a simple reaction with-

out adding also a will act. Altering the perception does not

change the will time making it possible to study the percep-

tion time. The sul);iect v/as required to discriminate between

two black discs, one vdth a white spot. By subtracting the

simple reaction time from this time we get the perception

time, which was 61 sigma and 95 sigma for the two subjects.

He repeated this procedure for different colors, and got long-

er times. He foxmd that practice lowers the perception time.

The discrimination time for letters is longer than for colors,

and for words only slightly longer still, for pictures it is

about the same as for colors. Cattell studied the will time

by requiring the subject to react to tvi'o stimuli with the two

hands respectively. He found this perception time plus v/ill

time greater than for the perception time. This holds true

for speech reactions, and stimulus colors, pictures, letters

and words. He has results also on the time taken to see and

to name letters, words colors, and pictures. Attention has

little effect on this reaction time, there is a practice ef-

fect during two years work and fatigue is manifested through

an increase in the reaction time after the first two or three

reactions of a series. After this there is no further in-

crease. In 1887 Cattell gave further results on the associa-

tion of ideas (7). He gives the time required to name ob-

jects in a foreign language, for translating words of dif-

ferent lengths into English and German, and various kinds of

controlled associations, (1) where there is only one possi-

ble answer, (2) where the answer allows of some choice, (3)





where choice is freer than in (2), (4) v;here a Judgment must

he made. Cattell continued his work in 188S, collaborating

with Bryant (8). They give results for free association to

500 concrete nouns, proper noujis and abstract nouns, verbs

and adjectives, for the authors, and for 10 concrete nouns

and 10 abstract nouns for University graduates (men), Bryn

Mawr students and German symnasium students. The association

reaction time varied from a little more than one second to

seven seconds, according to the mental development of the

group, and the type of stimulus word. Abstract nouns gives

a longer time than concrete nouns. The authors next found

the average time per word to write continuous associations

for each word in three groups of nouns for 20 seconds, using

school, college and graduate students as sixbjects. The re-

action time decreases with growth and education. There is a

slightly faster rate as the class rank is higher. The number

of words written decreases as the series is continued, indi-

cating fatigue or decrease in attention. There are more as-

sociations to concrete than to abstract words. -There is a

summary of all the response words for all subjects for each

stimulus word, forming a small lexicon of the most frequent

associations. The associations are further classified as

objective and logical, with subgroups.

Scripture, 1892 (9), investigated the problem of mediate

association. The subject v;as first shown a series of cards

each having on it a word and some kind of a sign. Another

series was then given with the same signs and different words.





The first series was then repeated vrf.thout the signs, and to

each word the suh^ect was asked to name any v/ord in the ser-

ies oectirring to him. If the sign is the linl: then the two

words with the same sign should he associated. Scripture

found no mediate association in a great many cases, bxit out

of the 185 experiments there were 79 cases of mediate asso-

ciation, from which Scripture concludes that the phenomenon

is possible.

Mtbasterherg (10) repeated Scripture's method more ex-

tensively hut got entirely negative results.

Bourdon, 1893 (13), obtained results on the character

of the response word for certain types of controlled associa-

tions; (1) letters or letter couplets as stimuli requiring

word responses gave responses with a large amount of phonetic

and syllabic similarity, (E) stim.ulus letters requiring let-

ter responses gave rise to contiguous letters or to letters

having a phonetic similarity, in about an equal nrunber of cases,

(3) stimulus letters requiring colors as responses gave rise

to associations usually marked by phonetic similarity, (4)

free word associations were usually determined by meaning,

v/ith phonetic similarity playing only a chance effect. Names

of objects and acts are associated with words of the same

class, qualities with qualities and objects. Some people

give answers coming under fewer categories, which indicates

a logical mind.

Hov/e, 1893, (14), made observations on the problem of

mediate association. A repetition of Scripture's technic gave





negative results. Howe argues that free associatiorxs alone

can give data regarding the existence of mediate association.

BergstrOm, 1894, (15), studied the interference of dif-

ferent associations upon each other. The subject v/as required

to sort 80 cards into 10 piles, each containing 8 cards with

the same pictures. In the second trial the position of the

piles was changed giving an interference effect. BergstrOm

concludes that the interference effect of an association

hears a constant relation to the practice effect, and is, in

fact, equivalent to it.

Calkins, 1894 (16), investigated the relative signifi-

cance of frequency, vividness, recency and earliness in the

formation of associations. The method was to expose a color

and a number successively, and after an interval another col-

or and number. After the series was finished the subject was

shown the colors alone in altered order, and asked to \7rite

dov/n what number v/as suggested, if any. Devices of repeat-

ing the same colors with different numbers, the same color

with the same number, of having certain colors and munbers oc-

cur always at the beginning of the series, or at the end, were

made use of to secure data on the factors under investiga-

tion. In every ease the more frequent, recent or vivid as-

sociations formed the largest niuiiber of correct recalls of

numbers. The frequency factor was found more effective than

primacy, vividness than recency, and frequency than recency.

Jastrow, 1894, (17), made a study of the community and

association of ideas. Sixty-nine students were shown 10





words, one at a tiine, and told to vrrite the first five words

STiggested to them. This gave 69 lists of 50 words each. He

then classified the ractions into two groups, giving the num-

ber of different and the number of unique re^ onses, in each

of the five places in the association series. "The proportion

of different words, as also of unique or once-used words, in-

creases as the associations proceed." Data jn men and v;oraen

indicated that there is less coraraujaity of associations among

women, TAdiich the author thinks due to too limited data. A

few results are given on the frequency of certain associations.

The associations are also divided into nine categories and

compared.

Jerusalem, 1894 (18), made a report of a single case of

mediate association. A scene long since forgotten appeared

suddenly to the mind of the individual as he was deeply en-

grossed in his work. But the connecting link, at first ap-

parently unconscious, was found to be the unnoticed fragrance

of a flov/er in the room, that had been in the original scene.

Smith, 1894 (19), investigating mediate association, ob-

tained entirely negative results as had Mttnsterberg. Scrip-

ture's technic was used in a modified forra with no results.

T/undt, 1894 (21) comments on Jerusalem's case of mediate

association. He claims that the connecting link was not un-

conscious but only unnoticed; it was perceived but notapper-

ceived.

Aschaffenburg, 1896 (24), studied free associations in

normal individuals. He divided his associations into differ-

ent subgroups under internal, external, clang and mere reac-





tion associations. In the first experiment a word was given

for the subject to write 100 continuous associations. These

were classified as above. In the second experiment 100 single

free associations were obtained from each subject. Experi-

ments were also made similar to these, getting reaction times

with the lip key. The author found that external associations

occur more often than internal associations and the reaction

time is shorter. The reaction time varied from 1180 to 14E6

Sigma, and the author concludes that the reaction time does

not distinguish normal from abnormal. It was noted that the

same stimulus word frequently led to the same response in dif-

ferent individuals.

Aschaffenburg next investigated the effect on association

of extreme exhaustion (24), which was induced by working con-

tinuously all night vdthout food. The same procedure was fol-

lowed as in the previous experiment. He found that more as-

sociations of long standing occur, content becomes a weaker fac-

tor and clangs are frequent and appear first at the height of

the exhaustion. The number of repeated responses does not in-

crease during the night and the exhaustion lengthens the re-

action time only slightly. The clangs, words completions and

rhymes are a sign of the reaction degenerating into a pure

motor reaction. In 1904 (24), he obtained 12,900 reactions

and 6150 reaction times on 11 pure manic depressive cases,

using only one and two syllable stimulus words, and fovind that

during excitement the results are the same as for exhaustion.

Alcohol and hunger also give these same results. In the de-
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pressive state there are no variations in content from the

normal, although the reaction time increases.

Calkins in 1896 (25), continued her work on association

along the same lines as before, to see the effect of sugges-

tion. She uses suggestion in the sense of potency of the dif-

ferent factors, recency, frequency, vividness and primacy to

form associations. iTrequency is shown to he the strongest

factor. A monograph (26) incoi^orates these results along

with an analysis of the association process.

Kraepelin, 1896 (27), enumerated the psychological meth-

ods adapted to psychiatry among which the association method

occupies the major position. He emphasizes the necessity of

a careful interpretation of lengthened reaction times in

pathological cases, and regrets that much of the previous

v;ork v/ith this method has "been useless. He reviews the work

of Cattell and Mtosterberg, and points out the importance of

securing data on the content of associations and their stabil-

ity, and on continuous associations.

Calkins, 1898 (30), investigated the tendency to combine

ideas which are unconnected in their presentation. She pre-

sented one series of pairs of words visually, one series oral-

ly, and one series of paired pictures of objects. [The sub-

ject was to v/rite an introspection in regard to the concomi-

tant imagery. She finds that in 30.8 percent of the 638

cases, the subject has combined the two concepts into one

image picture. Nearly one half of the subjects show the ten-

dency to combination in one third of all possible cases. She

also obtained results on associations with childhood exper-
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iences as first suggested by Galton, The subjects were 90

V/ellesley students and 84 people in middle life or advanced

age. The stimulus v/ords were 15 objects connected with child-

hood. The results showed that even the older group had less

childhood associations (33.4%) than Galton (39^), while for

students there were only 14,7^o. The number of recent asso-

ciations form 30.95^ and 32,7^ of the total respectively for

the older and younger group; for Galton these came only to

157a. Calkins thinks vie live largely in the present which

accounts for the results.

Ziehen, 1898 (34), added another to the numberous class-

ifications of associations. He divides them into spontan-

eous and judgment associations with various subgroups.

Sommer, 1899 (35), discusses methods of classification

of associations and gives the characteristics of the associa-

tions for certain pathological types.

Wreschner, 1900 (38), investigated the associations in

a case of idiocy. He found that (1) the quality of the stim-

ulus word has great influence on the kind of association, and

the quality of the reaction is less the greater it is for the

stimulus, (2) the reactions are predominantly adjectives, (3)

content associations have longer reaction times than clang as-

sociations, (4) the poorer the quality of the association and

the less familiar the stimulus word, the longer the reaction

time, which holds for both clang and content associations, (5)

practise shortens the reaction time and improves the quality

of the association.
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Kellor, 1901 (40), investigated associations in white

and negro criminal and workhc-ase women, and compared them with

results for University students (women?). Three types of

tests were used, (l) free continuots associations Vifritten for

one minute in reponse to each of a group of words, (2) free

continous associations in response to direct stimulation of

the five senses by appropriate stimuli, (3) constrained asso-

ciations, and (4) free continuous written associations to cer-

tain abstract terras. All stimuli were well vdthin the range

of the low grade of education of the subiects. The author

first compared the different subjects in regard to the dis-

tribution of the associations into the various types of im-

agery. For all subjects visual imagery predominates. Since

the negro women could not write, the second experiment was de-

vised and given only to them and to the white women crimi-

nals and workhouse irjnates. Again visual imagery predominates,

The rate of association for students was double that for

criminals and the workhouse class. Comparison was not possi-

ble with the negroes. By the second method the rate is high-

er for negroes than for whites (exclusive of students), due

to the elementary form of the negro associations, and to the

fact that the reaction for negroes v/ere spoken, for whites

written. The difference in rate between stxidents and white

criminals and negroes is due to the fact of the latter 's de-

ficient mental training, and to their greater tendency to

suppression. In students the free associations tend to be

propressively away from the first word, or of mixed form; the





associations of criminals of poor ediication tend to refer more

often directly to the initial word. Data was secured from the

associations to abstract words on the ethical, educational, ^^nd

environmental conditions of the various classes. The author

thinks the differences are not so much those between criminals

and normals as between educated and uneducated. He fails to

emphasize however the importance as a causal factor of feeble-

mindedness T;hich must have existed to a large extent in the

criminal classes he worked with.

Thumb and Marbe, 1901 (41), found that the associations

are often reversible. This holds for adverbs, adjectives and

pronouns, but not for nujnbers to which the usual response is

a higher number. The associations to all these classes are

mostly words belonging to the same class. This holds true al-

so for words expressing family relationship.

Mayer and Orth, 1901 (42), made a qualitive study of as-

sociations and concluded from their results with free asso-

ciations that (1) the response word can occur with or without

the intermediate occurrence of a conscious experience between

it and the stimulus, (2) the reactions are quicker when no

conscious experience intervenes, (3) the reactions are quick-

er the fewer the intervening conscious experiences, and (5)

reactions are longer v/hen the intervening conscious experience

is a will act than when it is not. These conscious exper-

iences are in most cases without feeling tone, but its pres-

ence increases the reaction time.

Bourdon, 1902 (43), obtained results on the frequency of

identical response words to 100 stimulus words for 100 sub-
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jects of the same grade of intelligence and education.

Schmidt, 190E, (44) obtained the seme resiilts with verbs

that ThTimh and Marbe had with other parts of speech. He made

a more extended investigation in this one group than had his

predecessors, using 14 conjugation forms of 30 verbs on 8 ten

year old boys. This gave 3360 reactions. He found that the

verb responses predominate and formed S9fo of all responses,

forms of the same verb being more frequent and of shorter re-

action time than of other verbs.

Claparede, 1903 (45), made aix analytic study of associa-

tion, including a bibliography of over 300 names. He dis-

cusses disputed problems in association, incliiding those under

laboratory investigation.

Fuhrmann, 1903 (46), found that in idiots as contrasted

with epileptics the ability to forni supraordinate and subor-

dinate associations decreases.

Pieron, 1903 (47), attempted to explain introspectively

the failiire of the experimentalists to verify mediate associa-

tion. He conceives of mediate association as the arousal of

medially associated images of subconscious ideas.

Bleuler, 1904 (51), in his introduction to the paper of

Jung and Riklin discussed the importance of the study of as-

sociation. All mental processes involve the association of

ideas so that a thorough Icnowledge of the associations is es-

sential to an understanding of other mental activities. Every

association is made up of a group of more or less connected

ideas, which is called a constellation, and every associative
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aotivity is the product of the whole psychic being of the past

and the present, with all its experiences and strivings. It

is an index then of all mental activity, which we only need to

solve to i-mow the w?iOle man. Bleuler recommends the method

of single associations rather than continiio-us associations,

and claims already to diagnose with the association method,

dementia praecox, epilepsy, imhecility, hysteria, and hopes

soon to he able to differentiate types of paranoia.

Jung and Riklin, 1904 (53), made an extended investiga-

tion into the associations of normal subjects preliminary to

a study of pathological subjects. Four hundred stimulus

v/ords of one, two and three syllable adjectives, nouns, verb,

adverbs and numbers, in random order were used. The reaction

time was taken between the accented syllable and the response.

The authors obtained 12,400 associations from 9 educated men

and 14 educated women, 7 uneducated men and 8 uneducated wo-

men. The first 200 words were given as simple free associa-

tions in the usual manner. On the next 100, introspections

on the free associations were secured as far as possible. Dur-

ing the last 100 v;ords the subjects made pencil marks at dif-

ferent rates follov/ing the beating of a metronome. Six sub-

jects also took tests during fatigue; one on waking in the

morning and one in a period of irritation. The responses

v;ere classified according to an extremely lengthy and detailed

system, from which they conclude that (1) external associa-

tions are more frequent in educated than in uneducated per-

sons, making the reaction time of the latter longer, (2)
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changes in association are due to changing attention. Its

relaxation causes an increase in inferior associations, its

concentration causes an increase in inner associations, (3)

mental disorders characterised hy low concentration have

therefore a tendency toward external associations, (4) clang

associations in manic flight are due to attention disorder

not to motor disorder as Aschaffenburg maintained, (5) v/hen

the attention is artifically lowered, the type of associa-

tion is the same superficially as for flight of ideas, fa-

tigue, acute alcoholism and other pathological types.

There are two general types of reaction in normal sub-

jects, (1) a type using the adjective frequently and certain

accentuated reactions indicating an emotional personal reac-

tion, due to the arousal of a complex constellation, a sim-

ple constellation or merely egocentricity of the predicate

type, (2) an objective impersonal type, with v/hom verbs usu-

ally give rise to noun responses, adjectives to nouns, verbs

to nouns or verbs, and adjectives to nouns and adjectives,

Jung, 1904 (54), obtained resiilts on the associations

in an epileptic. A study was made of 158 epileptics yield-

ing 18,277 reactions. The stimulus words included 75 con-

crete and 25 general noirns, 50 adjectives and 50 verbs.

Only the one case of epilepsy is reported in detail. The

subject v;as neither an idiot or an imbecile, and the epi-

lepsy onset was at the age of forty. His results follov;;

1. Traits in common with associations in normal individuals

a. The subject adjusts himself to the meaning
of the word as do ujieducated subjects.
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b. Associations are partly determined by a
morbid complex.

Traits in common v/ith associations of imbeciles.

a. The adjustment to the meaning of the first
word is so great that many associations must
be taken as 'explanations'.

b. Associations* have sentence form.

c. Reaction times are longer than the normal,

d. Words are often repeated.

Traits different from normals or imbeciles.

a. The explanation is clumsy; there is much
tendency to make additions to the reactions.

b. The reaction is not stereotyped or limited
except in being egocentric.

G. Emotional associations are not concealed.

Rlklin, 1904 (57), obtaL ned results on the associations

of hysterical patients. He found that the hysterical type of

reaction is an exaggeration of the dissociated complex type

in normal people. There are more sentences, quotations, per-

servations, minus reactions, reactions pointing to a complex,

and still longer reaction times.

Watt, 1904 (58), varied experimental i^rocedure in asso-

ciation work by presenting the words visually, for free asso-

ciations. He also obtained reaction times. Eis results agree

with those of Thumb and Marbe in that adjectives, nouns, ad-

verbs, names of relationship and nujnbers are usually associa-

ted v/ith words of the same class. He also finds that associa-

tions are usually reversible, numbers however give higher num-

bers, which is also in agreement v.-ith Thumb and Marbe. He
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verifies their law, too, that the reaction time diminishes

v/ith Increasing frequency of the v/ord, at first suddenly, then

gradually. Results are higher for visual presentation; men-

tal speaking of the stimulus v/ord does not influence the form

of the association.

Wehrlin, 1904-5 (59), obtained results on associations

in 13 cases of imbecility and idiocy. These were from 17 to

68 years of age. He found that there are many responses with

a sentence or a few words, with a tendency toward definitions.

The results all indicate extreme narrowness of thought.

?/ertheiraer and Klein, 1904 (60), are given the honor by

Gross their teacher for making the first application of the

association method to criminal v/ork. Their procedure was the

usual one, a series of words both relevant and irrelevant to

the guilty situation are given to the accused persons for free

associations. The nature of the association and the length

of the reaction time indicates the guilty person. They also

used a method of telling the story of the crime with some mod-

ifications to all subjects. The innocent retell it as told

to them, the guilty confuse it with the real situation.

Ach, 1905 (61), using exposure apparatus devised by him-

self, in connection v/ith the Hipp chronoscope, investigated

the relation of memory to simultaneous association. He found

that retroactive and associative inhibition hold true for si-

multaneous as v/ell as for successive associations.

Gross, A. 1905-6 (63), set forth arguments in favor of the

association method for the detection of guilt and answered
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charges against it, giving examples to emphasize his arguments.

He is extremely optimistic in regard to the efficacy of the

method.

Gross, A. 1905-6 (64), carried out an experiment with the

association method to detect guilty loiowledge. He used 50

relevant and 50 irrelevant words and got positive results on a

large group of subjects.

Grabowsky, 1905 (65), expressed his scepticism in regard

to the association method as a Tatbestandsdiagnostik. He con-

siders it difficult to adapt the method so that intelligible

instructions can be given to any class of people, and is par-

ticularly convinced that the emotions aroused in the innocent

by the accusation militates against the efficacy of the method,

Jung, 1905 (68), investigated certain peculiarities of

the reaction time for free associations. The reaction time is

shorter for men than for women, for educated than for uneduca-

ted persons; concrete words give faster reactions than gener-

al concepts, adjectives faster ones than verbs. The reaction

v/ord influences the association time, general concepts come

slowest, adjectives fastest; external associations are faster

than internal and clang associations. Jung, 1905 (69), fur-

ther developed the association method for psychiatric pur-

poses, by observing the effect of repeating the list of stim-

ulus words. He found that words touching on complexes give

new responses as well as giving longer reaction times. Ir-

relevant words duplicate their responses. Jung, 1905, (70),

claims priority over Wertheimer and Klein in the use of the

association method for the detection of guilt.
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Kiesow, 1905 f7l), revived the problem of mediate asso-

ciation. His conclusions bear out most previous experimental

results that there is no spontaneous arising of ideas. The

mediating links are in marginal consciousness.

Kramer and Stern, 1905 (72), carried out an experiment

in the application of the association method to the detection

of guilt. They had seven subjects each taking part in one of

three situations, (l) hearing a story read, (2) seeing a pic-

tiire, or (3) going through an action. Their results were pos-

itive but they are a little sceptical as to the safety of the

method, especially of diagnosis on the basis of long reaction

times. The content of the association they consider a safer

guide.

Peters, 1905 (73), investigated free associations where

the response was the report of an experience. The results

showed that in memories, pleasant experiences predominate over

tmpleasant ones, although indifferent ones predominate over

both. Memories of recent events have more unpleasant details

than distant memories.

Riklin, 1905 (74), after giving a lengthy history of a

case of hysteria with the results of hypnotic treatment, ana-

lyzes the resiilts of 100 associations in the subject. His re-

sults agree with those on hysteria published the previous

year, and form the basis of definitions of a mimber of clin-

ical types of hysteria.

Schultze, 1905 (75), investigated the influence of age

upon associations, after the manner of Thumb and Marbe's tech-
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nic. His results for children agree with those for adults by

Thumb and Marbe, that is, that there is a preference for asso-

ciations between similar word groups. The author also tests

the method for the detection of guilty knowledge and concludes

that its value is limited.

Thumb, 1905 (76), continued his previous work into inves-

tigation regarding the corruption of certain verbal forms by

others. He found that associations are usually between words

of the same word group, which is the philological condition

for their corruption. The associations of children would not

account for verbal corruption.

Arnold, 1906 (77), gives a resume and criticism of the

historical development of the theoretical aspect of associa-

tion and its lav;s and brings together for comparison the class-

ifications of associations used by various investigators.

Baldwin, 19C6 (78), investigated the results for asso-

ciations under the influence of different ideas. He found the

difference in effect of two words spoken one immediately after

the other on the course of the association. Pictures and

groups of two or three words were also used. The second and

fourth are respectively more effective than the first and

third. Concrete nouns are more efficient than abstract, prop-

er nouns than common noiuis, and wholes than parts.

Jung, 1906 (81), reports a case of detected theft in a

young man by means of the association method. He admits that

the method is a delicate one and profitable only in the hands

of the experienced.
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Lederer, 1906 (8.3), expressed his conviction that noth-

ing useful is to be expected from the new methods of detecting

guilt through the association method either in its present

form or after its improvement.

Levy, 1906, (84), criticised the current method of obtain-

ing free associations. It is an unnatural situation to be re-

quired to give the first word occurring to one in response to

a single word stimulus. He obtained results on the spontan-

eous and casual free associations in insane patients, who of-

ten react to a word not addressed to them. The author criti-

cised the previous classifications of associations as being

logical not psychological. He adheres to the "constellation"

concept and attempts to shov/ the influence of constellations

in a fev; results on insane patients. Levy, 1907 '8^, contin-

ued his investigation. He concluded that the only legitimate

classification of reactions is, (1) unquestionably normal re-

actions, (2) reactions doubtful whether normal or abnormal,

(3) unquestionably abnormal reactions. He makes various sub-

groups ujider each of these. He emphasi2es,hov7ever, the im-

possibility of classifying simply from the objective point of

view.

Messer, 1906 (85), investigated the thought process by

means of free associations and 13 tjrpes of controlled associa-

tions. Tiiese were, coordinate object, coordinate concept, ad-

jectives, concept £fctribute, subordinate concept, and various

judgments on paired v/ords of different kinds. Introspections

were detailed, and indicated the presence of both visual and
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motor elements. The associations are usually of meaning, 3ome-

tiraes clang, though the visual images do not assist in the

meaning. The author gives a classification of judgments, dif-

ferentiates between particular and general thinking, and many

other psychological categories of the thought process.

Pick, 1906 (86), investigated the effect of persistent

vocal motor activity on the associative processes of the mind.

Experiments v/ere made on two pathological cases. An idea of

an object was presented and suggested until it was firmly

fixed in mind. Then when asked the names of certain objects,

the previously impressed object idea was usually given as re-

sponse and the object used as if the suggested object. Pick

claims this phenomenon to be pathological only in the matter

of intensity and degree.

Wertheimer, 1906 (87), made further investigations into

the validity of the association method in the detection of

guilt. He found that both subjective evidence on the part

of the subject, and objective evidence substantiates it as a

legitimate method. Critical words give critical responses

by the guilty person, or If these are inliibited, the reac-

tion time is long and the response is superficial or nonsens-

ical. Critical v/ords often give rise to identical superfic-

ial responses. All this V/ertheiraer considers as conclusive

of the method's adequacy.

Mrst, 1907 (89), investigated the influence of sex, age,

education and family on associations. She concludes from her

results that all children under 16 years have more inner as-
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sociations than the mother, and all children over 16 years

have more outer associations than the mother. Husbands in-

cline more toward oiiter associations than their wives, and

this is also true for sons as compared with their sisters.

Children differ more among themselves than from their par-

ents, they differ more from the father than from the mother,

and daughters are more like the mother than sons like the

father. All these comparisons refer to their free associa-

tions on the basis of Ftlrst's classification.

Jung, 1907 (90), took up Yeraguth's psychogalvanic re-

flex method and devised a method for recording the oscilla-

tions on a smoked drum. He then obtained records during a

series of free associations on various pathological subjects.

The curve remains more or less of a straight line until a

word appears that touches upon a complex, when there is a

corresponding rise of the curve.

Meumann, 1907 (91), investigated the effect of differ-

ent types of instruction on the reaction time and the con-

tent of the association. The first type of instruction was

to react as quickly as possible leaving everything else to

chance. The second type of instruction was to react only af-

ter the meaning of the v.^ord was grasped, and to react logi-

cally. The same series of words was used on each subject for

each type of instruction. He found two clases of subjects;

one group gave exceedingly quick reactions on the first in-

struction, but they V;-ere largely habit associations, on the

second instruction the reaction times v;ere longer, but the
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associations v;ere essentially of the seme character. The oth-

er group became confused on the first instruction and so length-

ened their time, while on the second instruction they were more

composed and reacted more quickly and concretely. The author

argues against a mixture of these two types of instruction.

Severance and V/ashburn, 1907 (92), examine the loss of

associative power in words with long fixation. A word was fix-

ated for three minutes, and a complete introspection of the

subjective course of the phenomenon was recorded. Meaning '

disappeared after a few moments fixation, also its auditory

motor image. Other images disappeared one by one until the

word seemed only a group of strange marks. The author ex-

plain the phenomenon as due to the fact that the visual im-

age is less closely associated with the meaning of a word

than the vocal, so that v;hen the latter vanishes the meaning

goes with it.

Watt, 1907 (93), observed the influence of the rapidity

of successive stimulixs v/ords on the associations. Kouns in

series of 21 or 13 were rotated at different rates on a re-

volving drum before a slit. The maximum rate for different

subjects varied; at higher rates the subject had to omit as-

sociations to some words. The optimim rate for most subjects

was approximately one v/ord per second. Some subjects give

nouns more often, some adjectives, but no subjects give more

verbs, and some give no verbs at all. Repetitions occur more

often in the second series after the series in which they

v/ere first used.
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?/reschner, 1907-1909 (94), investigated in a thorough-

going manner the reproduction and association of ideas. He

obtained reaction tiroes with the Hipp chronoscope on 22 indi-

viduals, 15 educated adults, of whom 10 were men and 5 v/omen,

5 uneducated adults, of v/hon 3 vi-ere men and 2 women, and 2

hoys respectively 3 and 2 years old. His material consisted

of 200 concrete object no^ms, 147 abstract noujis, 188 adjec-

tives, and 144 verbs. Presentation of stimuli was usually au-

ditory, sometimes visual. His experim.ents were in three

groups.

I. Associations were free and no stimiilus words were

duplicated. There were 6792 reactions in this group. He

gives the average reaction times for these reactions which

vary from 1337 Sigma for educated men to 3348 Sigma for the

children. There are interpretable variations for sex, age

and education. The reaction times for adjectives are shorter

than for concrete objects, which in turn are shorter than for

abstract concepts. According to introsoection the reaction
the

tim.e is affected by/degree of apperception of the v/ord, the

concomitant imagery, and recent events. His results agree

with Thiunb and I.Iarbe, and others in finding that the associa-

ted words usually belong to the same class, especially for

fast reaction times.

II. The associations were free in this group also, but

certain stimuli were repeated at intervals of not less than a

v/eek and in a different context. This gave 3338 reactions.

He concludes that the variety of reactic: a to a given word in-

dicates the number and strength of reproduction tendencies.
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The variety of reactions decreases with progressive repetition

of a stimnlus word. This is most for adjectives and least for

abstract nouns. Variety of reactions increases with education

and age, and is more for men than for women.

III. In this group were obtained 5541 reactions from

various types of controlled associations. He found that the

reaction time varies according as the choice of response is

narrow or wide. Education has less influence here. The au-

thor argues against a purely objective criterion for the laws

of association. Subjective evidence is essential to a valid

knowledge of the factors that play a part in associative re-

production.

Baling, 1908 (95), sought to corroborate the results of

Thumb and I.Iarbe in children. She used 34 girls of 7 and 8

years, and for stimulus words those of 7/ertheimer, Klein and

Gross. Her resiilts do not confirm the assumption of symmet-

rical associations v.lth definite constellations, nor do they

agree with the restilts of Schultae on 18 adults. Saling gives

a frequency table of 800 associations as a preliminary effort

in this direction.

Stein, 1909 (98), used the free association method on

actual criminals and accused persons. The group included all

classes of societj'-, ediicstion and temperament. The nature of

the associations themselves often betrays the person's guilt

but frequently the associaticns are nonsensical or uninter-

pretable, though fixrther analysis might lead to their eluci-

dation. The reaction times was much greater on the critical
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words than on the indifferent words. In the control subjeots

the averages were quite constant. The author emphasizes that

the chief hope of the method for success lies in a careful

choice of critical words.

Yerkes and Berry, 1909 (9S), carried out four laboratory

experiments on the application of the association method to

the detection of crime. In the first, two acts were arranged,

for the experimenter to decide which the subject had done; in

the second, the experimenter must decide which of two subjects

had done a certain act. In both these experiments there were

longer reaction times, and greater range and variability on

the relevant words. In the third experiment which was similar

to the first, results were too uncertain to warrant conclusions,

A repetition of the second experiment gave positive results.

Bovet, 1910 (100), made a brief study of the frequency

of identical response word to a given stimulus word for a

group of individuals, with the purpose of determining the co-

efficiency o'f this frequency.

Franz, 1910 (102), employed the association method of di-

agnosis on a patient. The experiment failed due to the fact

that the subject had beforehand planned his associations, which

the experimenter learned only after questioning the patient,

Franz considers the method inadequate except when used in con-

junction with introspection.

Freud, 1910 (103), reviev/ed the history of psychoanalysis,

shov/ing how the free association method as applied to psycho-

analysis T/as the natural outcome of the hyponosis method be-

cause of the difficulty of hypnotizing many patients.
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Geissler, 1910 (104), made an introspection of his con-

sciousness diJTing the word association experiment, when used

to detect guilt. He gives an analysis of the differences in

the mental content for critical and for irrelevant words, and

concludes with a definition of a complex as a "strongly un-

pleasant group of ideas (connected with the concealed ohject)

reinforced by certain organic sensations".

Jung, 1910 (106), reviewed his work with the association

method, with a discussion of the "constellation", and the psy-

chology of the child. The associations on critical words, es-

pecially in hystericals, may be marked by long reaction times,

elaborated response words and repetitions of the stimulus

v/ords. He gives an example of the application of the method

in detecting crime. The association method does not give data

on intellectual types. All variations for people of different

education can be traced to a mere emotional difference, not

one of intelligence. There are three types of reaction, (1)

objective and normal, (2) complex type caused by constella-

tions," (3) definition type.

Kent and Hosanoff, 1910 (107), using a list of 100 stim-

ulus words investigated the frequency of identical responses

in 1000 normal and 247 insane persons for free associations.

The results are put in the form of frequency tables. The sub-

jects incltided people of all ages, both sexes, various occupa-

tions, degrees of mentality and education, and from different

localities; the insane were of all types of disorder. For nor-

nal people the authors find that 90^o of the reactions are com-
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raon, and that age and sex have no effect on the frequenoy.

The authors attempt a new classification of responses on a

purely objectiYe basis. The general conclusion is that it ap-

pears to be universal among normal persons to give in response

to any stimulus v;ord one of a small group of common reactions.

There is a gradual transition in this respect from the normal

to the pathological as regards different types of disorder,

and different degrees of disorder in a given type. There are

certain characteristic tendencies of various types.

Langfeld, 1910 (108), observed the effect of negative in-

struction on the associations. A series of pictures of ob-

jects were presented visually; the subject was instructed to

respond with a word other than the name of the object. Intro-

spections were taken and the series repeated. The author con-

cludes that both a positive and a negative 'Aufgabe' is car-

ried out. The negative 'A\ifgabe' is a check on certain asso-

ciations. Even in positive attitudes, the negative quality

is active, which is analogous to Freudian inhibition. Sup-

pression is strengthened by practice.

Leach and V/ashburn, 1910 (109), made tests on mental di-

agnosis of guilt with the association method. T;vo separate

experiments were made with all but one of £6 individuals giv-

ing 51 experiments in all. \^lien the judgment v;as made by au-

thor H.M.I, on the basis of reaction time and the response

word, there was only one failure for the v/hole series. M.F.W.

independently judged the results on the basis of the associa-

tions alone and was successful in only 34 out of the 52 ex-

periments. The authors argue then the superiority of the re-
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action time over the association as a guide to diagnosis.

llunberg, 1910 (110), fotuod that associations connected

with a complex are accompanied hy greater movements of the

hand and arm than are indifferent associations. At the same

time the complex canses a decrease in the amplitude of respir-

atory movements

.

Ohms, 1910 (111), devised a method for measTiring inferior

associations. He gets the time required for a forgotten datura

to be recognized, the longer time indicating a greater depth

of the association "below the threshold.

Heinhold, 1910 (112), made a study of the frequency of

identical associations in children. There v/ere 30 each from

10 successive grades, from 7 to 17 years. Pree associations

are given for 46 stimulus words as a contribution to a fre-

quency lexicon. He concludes that there is for each word a

favorite reaction word, that children show greater individual

differences in their reactions than adults, and that for

children, individual reactions do not indicate superior intel-

ligence, nor clang associations inferior intelligence.

. Ritterhaus, 1910 (113), criticised severely the practi-

cal use of the association method. He shows that Jung him-

self has drawn false conclusions fran his own data, and gives

results of his own to show how precarious their interpreta-

tion is.

Rusk, 1910 (114), investigated associations in children

and found no correlation between age and reaction time, or be-

tween imagery and reaction time, which leads him to argue that

thought is possible without imagery.
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Dauber, 1910 (116), found that the preferred association

is related to the repeated association, to the frequency with

which the stimulus word and the reaction v;ord occur in ordi-

nary language, and to clang association. Nonsense syllables

give meaningful reaction words in spite of instructions to give

nonsense syllables and there are favorite associations here

also, showing that this preference is not dependent on the

close asa? ciation betv/een ^imulus and response.

Foucault, 1911 (118), concluded from results for associa-

tions with numbers and nonsense syllables that association is

not merely a result of resemolance. This plays a part only

when the resemblance is conscious.

Huber, 1911 (120), repeated Reinhold's experiment on school

girls, on soldiers to see the effect of culture and environment.

He concludes with Jung and Hiklin that uncultured subjects are

more influenced by the meaning of the stimulus word, also that

the associations of a group are influenced by the general 'at-

mosphere' of the group.

Langfeld, 1911 (121), continued his v/ork on negative in-

struction, to see the effect of drugs on association, repro-

duction and suppression. The only effect was to decrease the

reaction time. Results for pathological patients showed no

variation in reproduction or suppression, except in some cases

of dementia praecos.

Levy-Suhl, 1911 (122), attempted to classify pathological

cases into different groups on the basis of association reac-

tions. The subjects are classified into four groups which
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agree extremely v/ell mth the clinical findings.

Ley and Menzerath, 1911 (123), also investigated the asso-

ciation r. types of mental a"bnormality, supplementing their re-

sults with introspections. They find characteristic differ-

ences in the associations of normal and abnormal persons, and

each type of abnormality has its own peculiar reaction type.

V/ells, 1911 (1E4), enumerated certain properties of the

free association time as the result of 12,000 reactions on men

and vv'omen subjects. Ee thinks the quiclmess of the response is

conditioned by linguistic and imagery factors, dominance of cer-

tain associations, intellectual acceptability of the first word

thought of and the emotional value of the word. The author

thinks that most responses are not free at all. The time for

strictly free association is 1000-2000 sigma and this variation

may be due to variations in the stimulus words or to individual

differences. The time is shorter for educated people, and long-

er for women, though this latter may be due to the fact that

the experimenter v/as a man. Wells agrees with previous inves-

tigators who have found the longest reaction times for abstract

nouns and the shortest for concrete nouns and adjectives. His

results show the shortest time for conrete nouns, next longer

for adjectives and longest for abstract nouns. V.'hen series are

repeated there seems to be a practice effect on words whose re-

action times are originally high. Long reaction times are not

necessarily connected with emotion; there are other factors

such as failure to find a response intellectually satisfying

and the failure of one association to predominate over the oth-
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ers presented. V/ells, 1911 (125), reduced his previous olass-

ificatiorxs of associations to five "by telescoping them. The

five are, (l) egocentric, (2) supraordinate, (-5) contrast, (4)

miscellaneous, (5) speech habit.

Wells and Forbes, 1911 (127), obtained results on the

correlation between reaction time, introspective evaluation

of the degree of emotion, and galvonometric deflection indic-

ative of somatic changes. They found that the correlation be-

tween deflection and time is slightly closer than betv;een in-

trospection and time , and much closer than between introspec -

tion and deflection .

Whitley, 1911 (128), obtained results on sex differences

for various types of association tests using the written meth-

od for both stimulus and response. She finds that the free

association time for women is longer than for men, when the

method is to get the time for a fixed quantity, and the reac-

tion time is the same for both when the time is kept constant

with instjructions to accomplish as much as possible. With

the opposites test, mature students improve more rapidly than

do young students. The time is longer for this test than the

free association test. The author rates the "complete the

word" test as easier than the free association, becai:ise the

subject is less suspicious of what is wanted, and parts of

words are more suggestive of whole words than one v/ord of an-

other. The time for the subject-predicate test is about the

saitie as for the opposites test, and practice effect is slight.

The "difference between" test is a poor one. The Ebbinghaus
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combirxation test is considered to be especially valuable with

nntrained subjects. The nouji-ad jective test is easy with an

acctiracy of 95fo, All told, the easy opposites test is the

best written test.

Woodworth and V.ells, 1911 (129), reported on the methods

agreed upon by the committee on the standardization of asso-

ciation tests. They hold that the association experiment does

not measure the associative process but the familiarity with

the particular associations. It serves however (1) to meas-

ure the speed of the formation of new ones, (2) for mental di-

agnosis, (.3) as a measure of mental alertness. The written

method is inferior to the oral, and the stop watch is justi-

fied for practical use; short lists are preferable to long

ones, and the best method of instruction is by example and

trial. Word stimuli must be familiar, unambigruous and uni-

formly difficult. The opposites test is most standardized in

these particulars. The authors recommend further work with

new stimulus v/ords, after the manner of Kent and Kosanoff . In

expressing results, the distribution curve is preferable to

any simple measure, and the median is preferred over the aver-

age. They append a list of 1000 words, including those of

Kent and Hosanoff, that are familiar and unambiguous.

Aptekmann, 1912 (130), using normal subjects made a study

of sex factors in associations, supplemented by the psycho-

galvanic technic. There are two groups of subjects, one group

of 5 who received 50 v;ords six times weekly, the other of 4

subjects who received 25 words seven times daily. The authors
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fonnd that the mtm'ber of changed responses decreases with

repetition and there is less change in the daily series than

in the weekly. The changed responses have longer reaction

times and are more associated with the Komplexmerkmale. The

galvonometer results show that the deflections tend to drop

in the later series, though not always in correspondence with

the reaction times. Deflections above the median are asso-

ciated with greater change in response than those "below. The

effect of the sex of the ejrperiraenter and subjects v/as inves-

tigated in further experiments by both Jung and Aptekmann. Re-

sults were obtained on 6 men and 6 women. Women with a wom-

an experimenter shov/ed more constancy in their results, and

with the man experimenter much greater deflections. The men

subjects with a man experimenter give about the same results

as women; with a woman experimenter much smaller deflections.

Atherton and Washburn, 1912 (131), attempted to estab-

lish mediate association in the Tichenerian sense, that the

common link has never been in consciousness and remains at

the physiological level. Subjects were instructed to react

with a word having no association with the stimulus 7;ord. He-

course to surroxmding objects was forbidden. The types of

reaction found were, (1) stimulus has no associative effect

(legitimate), (2) stimulus word starts a train of ideas which

is interrupted on recalling the instructions (legitimate),

(3) train of ideas not inhibited (failure), (4) meaning asso-

ciations inhibited but not clangs (failure). The methods re-

sorted to by subjects were reported as follows (1) v/ord chosen
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from recent experience, (2) word chosen from memories of re-

mote surroimdings, (3) verbal perseveration, (4) spontaneous

ocGxirrence of certain letters as initial letter for the reac-

tion, (5) no reason at all, (6) stimulus word and response

really associated but not recognized at the time, (7) true

mediate association, where the link is physiological. The

authors recognize the difficulty of drawing the line between

the physiological and the marginally conscious, but claim to

have gotten 77 successful mediate associations out of 562 re-

actions.

Pfenninger, 1912 (136), carried out an experiment simi-

lar to that of Aptekraann, but on a larger scale. The subjects

were 8 normal persons, 4 v/omen and 4 men, and 11 dementia

praecox cases, 6 men and 5 women. Each subject was given 100

words for 8 trials, one every week. The reaction times for

women are higher at first than for men but in the end shorter.

The tendency to change responses is more pronounced in men

than in women, decreases in both, more rapidly v.lth the men

at the end, v/ith women at the beginning. Komplexraerkrnale

are more frequent in women, and do not decrease as much as

those of men. Reaction times are longer for changed responses.

Associations which change are attached to the more emotional

constellations. In pathological cases the reaction time is

3 or 4 times longer than normal, and the difference is greater

betv/een men and women. At first the reaction tines for women

are shorter than for men. The curve for the dementia praecox

men corresponds more closely to that for normal women, and
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that of dementia praecox women to normal men. Another set

of experiments on 6 women with a v/oman experimenter gave a

result similar to that for dementia praecox men with a man

experimenter, These results are suggestive of the importance

of recognizing the sex factor in such work.

Wells, 1912 (138), in an analysis of 10,900 association

reactions with 28 normal adults investigated the prohlera of

association types. He found that there seems to be a normal

type of response whose tendency is to give predicate, subor-

dinate, contrast, and internal-objective responses, but not

speech habit responses. This follows his later classifica-

tion of associations. There is a negative relation between

commujiity responses and the egocentric category.

Wohlgemuth, 1912 (139 4, made investigation on the di-

rection of associations. His stimuli were nonsense sylla-

bles, figures or colors in pairs or continuous series. He

found that associations may function in either a backward or

forv;ard direction, especially v/hen the associations are not

kinaesthetic.

Kelley, 1913 (141), obtained free associations for 12

students using 100 stimulus words, and correlated these with

their class standings in mathematics, science and foreign

languages. He took the reaction time from the end of the

stimulixs word to the beginning of the reaction. He recom-

mends the distribution ciirve as the best method of recording

reaction times, and thinks the median superior to the mode or

the average. On the basis of his classification of responses,

he telescoped them into three snail groups and correlated them
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with the class standings of the student. He concludes that

free association yields results indicative of the ability of

individuals; that the "best correlations are with mathematics,

science and foreign language, and hopes that the association

method may be adapted to determine the aptitudes of students.

Rosanoff and Rosanoff, 1913 (142), investigated associa-

tions in children to determine at what age the association

tsrpes of adults become fully developed, what their rate is,

and manner of development. The Kent and Rosanoff stimulus

words were used; and results obtained for 300 school children

from 4 to 15 years, 25 of each age, but not grouped in any

other respects. The school grade was recorded, also the men-

tal capacity as expressed by the teacher. The results show

that below 11 years the associations are different from these

for adults. In young children doubtful and individual reac-

tions are numerous and there are many failures due to ignor-

ance of the word. Common reactions are few. These effects

are practically gone at 10 years. The rate of change is more

rapid in the earlier years of growth. The rapidity of re-

sponse increases with age. The correlations were positive

between the associations and judgments by the teachers of

"dull", "average" and "bright", and between the associations

and school grade.

Sutherland, 1913 (143), made a critical investigation of

the T/ord association reaction, using the Vernier pendulum

chronoscope to obtain reaction times. Fifteen thousand re-

actions on 25 normal college students v/ere obtained for the
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purpose of (1) analyzing the associations involving intel-

lectual, emotional and inhabitory tendencies, (2) obtaining

clues to the causes of these tendencies fron the introspec-

tions, and (3) discovering to what extent the hypothetical

entities of the Freudian school are operative in these reac-

tions. Three lists of words were used (1) a group of £50

words containing 50 indelicate v/ords, (£) a group of homo-

nyms, (3) a group of other words. These were given to var-

ious groups of subjects, some with oral and some with va-it-

ten instructions. Failures included inappropriate responses,

and are due to a conflict of muscle habits, rather than to a

conflict intrinsically conscious. Introspection showed only

4 out of 204 failures to be accompanied by organic sensation,

which the aixthor considers evidence against the Freudian hy-

pothesis. He finds also that the forward order of parts of

speech in reactions is more freouent than the inverse order.

Out of 2500 reactions, 220 were automatic, including Thymes

^

repetitions and clang associations. The classification of

responses on a logical basis is considered to be invalid; a

comparison of the distribution of responses according to the

same classification by himself and a subject independently

gave 10^ variation. The problem of the role of the person-

ality of the experimenter is raised by the author, and is con-

sidered a further evidence against a logical classification.

Ambiguous words do not lead to inhibition. The author con-

cludes that the free association method gives no demonstra-

tion of the type of associative process.
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T/ells, 1913 (144), claims that mental tests fail in

practice, because they test only speed, complexity and reten-

tiYity, which are not necessarily factors that contribute to

mental balance. Free associations are not an index of the

thoiight processes btit only of a certain external reaction.

Jxmg has called the difference between the median and the

average the coefficient of emotivity. Smotion h-owever, says

the author, is not the only factor which lengthens the reac-

tion time. Women ere of tv/o types, one having reaction times

longer than men, with greater depth of personality, one hav-

ing reaction times shorter than men with less depth of per-

sonality. The women with the greater depth probably had great-

er emotional 'content; but they were the best successes in life,

showing that mental balance is a function of the interplay of

qualities.. The attempt to get a more objective basis of

classification of responses like that of Kent and Rosanoff is

recommended. The author holds that results agree in claiming

that education gives rise to a more concrete association type,

and that women give more egocentric responses due to their af-

fective sensibility. The author found close agree'ment betv/een

his judgment of the order of similarity of personality of a

group of subjects, made on the basis of his classification of

reactions, the judgm.ent of a non-psychologist, and a judgment

by the Kent and Hosanoff method.

Glaparede, 1915 (146), made a study of the relative abil-

ity to recall free associations and associations given already

formed. In the first experiment 15 pairs of associated words.
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and 15 words for associations to be formed were given to the

subjects. Hie subject wrote dovai the second term of each

of the first group as they were read to him and the free as-

sociations to each of the second group. Immediately after-

ward the subject was required to write down the first term of

each pair from memory. The ratio of correct responses was 87

to 51 in favor of the free associations. The same reseat was

obtained when various terms of the stinizlus words v/ere sub-

stituted by numbers, though the absolixte number of correct

recalls was lov/er in each case. The author attributes the re-

sults to the fact that the mind 'creates' the free associations

and the impressions are therefore more fixed than the given

associations v/hich come to the mind already 'created'. He

thinks this has educational significance. It may be remarked,

however, that the opposite is most likely the case, that free

associations are remembered better because they are already

•^created", they already form a part of our stock of associa-

tions, while the given associations are purely artificial.

Crane, 1915 (147), made an analysis of the criteria used

in the association method for the detection of guilty know-

ledge, more particularly with respect to the frequency of cer-

tain verbal forms of reaction and their reaction times; the

effect of certain juxtapositions of stimulus words and the ef-

fect of ambiguous words. He used four* types of stimulus words,

(1) pairs of words of the form music-boz , (2) pairs of the for:

beans - pork and , (3) a group of words ambiguous as to their

part of speech, (4) a group in which each word was preceded
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by an oral statement of a situation. Stimuli were present-

ed visually. He found that adjective stimuli give the low-

est reaction times, nouns next longer, and verhs the long-

est. When noujis are used as adjectives their reaction time

is shorter than v/hen used as nouns. Th-^ author thinks that

according to the normal order of language, adjectives ought

most often to give noun responses, nouns give verbs, and

verbs give noun objects. He finds the first and third to be

true but not the second, for noims usually give noun asso-

ciations. He considers this to be due to the completeness

of a noun concept as opposed to the incompleteness of verb

and adjective concepts. He thinks the reaction time is long-

est for verbs because this class has the greatest variety

of possible responses to choose from. If an image precedes

the verbal association, the reaction time is shortened, if

it follows the reaction time it is lengthened; tv;o or more

images increase the reaction time still more, as do also emo-

tion and conscious inhibition. The reaction time is short

for habitual associations. The direct and indirect forms of

influence in stimulus words such as music -box and box-music

give about the same reaction tine, though these are less

than the average. The "and" type of influence, beans -pork

and, does exist but it is the incompleteness of the

"and" that is the prominent factor, and the habitual word

is associated, not the preceding word, necessarily. The in-

terpretation of an ambiguous verbal form is not influenced

by the part of speech preceding it; nearly all are used as

nouns. Tlie effect of presenting a situation orally to the
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sutioect before the stimulus word is given is positive in 705^

of the cases, and causes a shortening of the reaction time.

All these types of tests v/ere incorporated into a practical

application of the method to criminal diagnosis, with the hope

of obtaining a more delicate diagnostic method, but the re-

sixlt was not successful. The circumstances of the artificial

crime were made as realistic as possible, but the author con-

cludes that the method cannot be depended upon for the de-

tection of guilty knowledge.

Dooley, 1916 (148), made a study of normal complexes by

means of the association method, as a test of the validity

of the Freudian theories. The author concludes that the meth-

od does not give complete support to these theories in their

entirety, as it fails to give data on certain essential points.

Seven normal individuals and one hysterical acted as subjects,

154 words including Jung's list of 100 were used and reaction

times were taken with the Hipp chronoscope. The words were

presented visually and reaction was made by pressing a Morse

key simultaneously v;ith a reaction word or an image if this

came first. Evidence of noi^al complexes was found to be ex-

tensive, using this term in a broader sense than Freud does,

and the signs of these complexes were analyzed according to

the results of the experiment.
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Methods of Studying Controlled Word Associations

The history of the v:ord association method shows that "by

far the greater part of investigation has been along only one

aspect of this prohlem. The usual procedure in both normal

and pathological fields has been to secure the first word free-

ly associated v/ith each of a group of stimulus words. Some in-

vestigators have varied the procedure by obtaining not only

the first free association to a given stimulus word, but al-

so the second and third on up to as many as a hundred free

continuous associations with the original word. This latter

procedure has obvious disadvantages which have militated against

an extended use of it. The controlled word association, how-

ever, has had little investigation, because probably of the

prevalent idea that free associations represent more truly the

natural course of ideas in the individual. The classification

of free associations has been attempted by practically every

investigator as a natural conseauence of the heterogeneity of

types of responses obtained by this method. Tliis difficulty

is avoided in the controlled word association method, where

the stimulus words are all of the same part of speech, and the

response words by virtue of the instruction to the subject al-

so are of one class. The problems then are many in this as-

pect of the problem because of the comparatively small amount

of work as yet done.

The purpose of this investigation then v;as to consider

the following fundamental and technical problems underlying

the procedure of the controlled word association method, and

to determine to v;hat extent these must be taken into account
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in a precise use of this method.

1. Does the length of the reaction time in controlled

associations differ for the normal and inverse order of nonns

and adjectives in the English language? That is, will the re-

action time be longer or shorter when the stimulus words are

adjectives to he responded to with nouns, than for the oppo-

site, when the stimulus words are nouns to be responded to v.'ith

adjectives?

Z, Does the length of the reaction tine vary systemat-

ically, when the stimultis words are nouns and the response

words are adjectives, according to the logical categories in-

to v/hich the noiins fall? That is, will there be variation

in the reaction time according as a stimulus nouji is ab-

stract, the name of an emotion, an inanimate object, or is in

some other group of nouns of varying degree of concreteness?

3. Does the length of the reaction time vary according

to the number of syllables in both adjective and noun stimu-

lus words v/hen the response words are noiuis and adjectives,

respectively?

4. Does the length of the reaction time vary according

as the acent is on the first, second or third syllable of the

stimulus word, for both types of reaction noted in 3?

5_. If the same set of lists of adjective and nouns

stimulus words are given for three successive days, requir-

ing noun and adjective reactions, respectively, and with no

additional instruction, will there be a systematic change in

the reaction time from day to day, aside from any question of

identical response to the repeated word?
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6_. Is there any variation in the length of the reaction

time for normal and inverse directions of controlled douhle as-

sociations? If the stimulus word is an adjective, for an as-

sociation to be made first to a noun (not spoken) and then to

a verb as response v/ord y/ith this nouns as it subject, will the

reaction time be longer or shorter than when the control is re-

versed and the stimulus word is a verb to associate back through

a noun subject to an adjective modifying this subject?

A consideration of these questions will indicate, accord-

ing to the results obtained from their solution, whether such

factors are important in a precise use of the controlled word

association method. Stimulus v/ords in such work previously

have had little consideration in these directions, except per-

haps in regard to their emotional connotation in Psychiatric

work, and in the choice of "easy" words for educational tests.

And yet conclusions have been drawn from variations in reac-

tion time, disregarding the possibility that such variations

might well be v/ithin the normal limits of variation for the

kind of stimulus v/ord used, the length of the word, the accent

and the type of control required.

Apparatus The Johns Hopkins chronoscope, recently con-

structed by Dr. Knight Diualap was used in this experiment to

record the reaction times, and in connection with it Dunlap

voice keys of the small model (97). The auditory method of

presentation v/as used, both stimulus and response v/ords being

spoken. The chronoscope is essentially a syiichronous motor

driven by a 50 D.V. tuning fork. The motor has 10 poles so

that the armature rotates 5 times per second. Attached to the
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shaft of the armature is a horseshoe electro-magnet, which ro-

tates with the shaft; anterior to these magnets is a fixed

magnet facing the rotating one. A light circular metal disc

lies between the tv/o magnets, attached at its center to a

light shaft perpendicular to it which passes through a "brass

bearing to the anterior face of the clock, where it is attach-

ed to the index hand. This sliding shaft moves back and forth

according as the circular disc is attracted to the rotating

or fixed magnet. '.Then the master key of the voice key cir-

cuit (140) is closed, current flows first through the fixed

magnets, which are in the branch of the circuit of the stim-

ulus voice key, causing the disc to be attracted to this mag-

net, and then also through the rotating magnets. Since the

current t'nrough both magnets is equal, the disc remains in

this initial position. Speaking into the stimulus voice key

breaks the current through the fixed magnet so that the disc

is attracted to the rotating magnet. It then rotates v;ith

the armature shaft causing the hand of the clock to turn at

the rate of the motor, 5 rotations per second. Speaking in-

to the reaction voice key breaks the current through the ro-

tating magnet so that the disc jumps back again to the fixed

magnet and the hand stops. A spur gear on the shaft of the

index hand meshes v/ith a xarger cog wheel on the dial, serv-

ing as a rotation cormter. Tlie dial itself is divided into

100 units, so that each unit measures 2 sigma. In using the

chronoscope it is only necessary to set the hand at zero,

press the master key before speaking the stimulus word, keep

it down loitil after the response word is given, and then read
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tlie reaction time directly.

The superiority of this chronoscope lies in the fact that

it has no significant error, is extremely simple in operation,

and runs continuously and noiselessly. It can run neither

slow nor fast by the smallest fraction of time, else the motor

gets out of step with the fork and stops. The only possible

elements of error lie in fl) a possible change of vibration

rate of the fork due to temperature changes, which could be

obviated by enclosing it i-i a box with a thermostat, but which

for this work is a negligible factor, (Z) a possible error in

the divisions of the dial, and (3) in a possible difference in

reluctance of the disc between the magnets, in passing in op-

posite directions, due to a possible difference in the strength

of the two fields.

The chronoscope will run continiiously and noiselessly, if

the brushes are kept well cleaned and oiled. Otherwise it v/ill

never stop unless something goes wrong with the fork contact.

By experimenting, platinum wire v/as found impracticable for

this,- it burns up too quickly and has not enough spring to

give the optimiira length of period of contract for the motar

to "catch". A gold alloy wire was tried, the wire used in

dental work, and found extremely satisfactory. The gauge of

the v/ire and its length are important, but these two factors

must be determined empirically. As the wire burns back, the

contact must be readjusted to keep the optimum period of con-

tact for the motor. Only wSien this fails does the motor stop.

Adjusting and cleaning the contact about twice a day when it
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is being used continuously all day has usually been found suf-

ficient. The motor was run on the following voltage and am-

perage;

Voltage : 10 volts - closed fork contact, but not
vibrating.

30 " - broken fork contact.
25.4 " - fork rnjining on optimum contact

for mot or-motor dead.
25.4 " - fork running, motor running.

Amperage : 1.3 amperes - closed fork contact, but not
vibrating.

.3 " - fork running on optim-um con-
tact for mot or -motor dead.

,3 •
" - fork rumiing-motor running.

The motor is started by hand. It is equipped with a

stroboscope if a higher rate is required, but for the low rate

of 5 rotations per second a slight twist of the axle which

soon gets to be a knack causes the motor to get in step imme-'

diately with the fork.

The experimenter and subject sat on opposite sides of a

small table with a large black curtain stretched between so

that the subject could see neither the experimenter nor any of

the apparatus. The experimenter sat with the master key and

the chronoscope on his right and the fork on his left, each on

separate stands, so that neither could affect the voice keys,

which are so sensitive that the passing wagons or a moving chair

in an adjacent room often stops the clock. Y/ith this arrange-

ment too, the experimenter could record results and regulate

the fork contact without moving from his chair. The subject

was given his instructions as to the type of response required

and then given the list of words. The experimenter signalled
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the subject before each word by saying "Ready". Since the

motor was practically noiseless, the only posable distracting

noise v/as the lov/ hum of the fork, which might have been elim-

inated by enclosing in a padded boz or placing it in another

room. This was a constant, however, through the whole exper-

iment and apparently was not noticed to any appreciable ex-

tent e::cept by one subject v/ho worked at night, v/hen the build-

ing was absolutely quiet and all outside noises were at their

minimum

.

fiXPERIMEI^T I .

Preparation of Material and Method of Procedure

The general plan of the v/hole problem v/as to secure a

large number of stimulus v;ords,- nouns, adjectives and verbs,

-

to be given to a group of subjects in order that eliminations

might be made of unsuitable words on the basis of these re-

actions. This was called Experiment I. In Experiment II

these revised words vrere given to a new group of subjects for

more carefxil examination into the problems under consideration.

To this end a complete survey of an abridged Standard

Dictionary of 300,000 v/ords v/as made and all one, two and three

syllables adjectives, nouns, and verbs, transitive and intrans-

itive separately, were listed. A verb having both a v.t. and

v.i. meaning was classed as v.t., so that the two verb lists

comprised verbs which can take objects and which carinot, re-

spectively. A large munber of all these v/ords were necessar-
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ily omitted, falling into three classes,- (1) technical vords
,

such as enzyme , arrhizous , aod-ulus and titrate , (2) xmiami liar

and archaic 7/ords , such as moil , hosky and raorat, (3) obvious-

ly obscene or valgar words . In this last list are included

only such v/ords as actually occur in the dictionary, and does

not inclxide words having their vulgar meaning only in a sub-

tle and secondary sense. Separate consideration of these was

made later. This made twelve lists of words, occurring in al-

phabetical order. (To get these in random order, each list was

cut up so that one v/ord was v;ritten on each slip. These were

put into a box, shaken thoroughly and dravm out one by one

for relisting into groups of 40 words each. When the words

were in final form there were found to be the following num-

ber in each class.
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der, the ad jective-nonn group of subjects going throtigh. the

whole class of adjectives, in the successive cr der of one,

tv/o and three syllables, and on their completion going through

the v7hole g3:*oup of nouns in the same way. The verb group like-

vd.se first did the tronsitive verbs, and then the intransitive

verbs. As noted above, the various classes were in groups of

40 each in this preliminary work, and four lists v/ere given

per ho;ir on a 12 minute schedule,- that is, IE minutes v/ere

allowed to a list, any time left over being given up to a

rest period, during which the subject was allowed to do any-

thing he pleased, converse vdth the experimenter, walk around

or sit quietly. It was usually spent in irrelevant conversa-

tion. The remainder of the hour was allov;ed for possible

breakdown of apparatus, preparation of material and other de-

tails. Each day then 160 words were given. In this experi-

ment all subjects worked three hours a week on separate days,

as far as possible at the same hour of the day. The one ex-

ception Y/as subject Ko who reported only tv/ice a week. He

fell far behind the others of his group, and for this reason

subject Li was secxired to supplement his work. It will be

observed therefore that the restilts of these two are not capa-

ble of intra-comparison to the extent of the others; Ho fin-

ished all adjectives, part of the one syllable nouns and all

the two syllable nouns; Li did part of the one syllable nouns

and all the two and three syllable ones.

Subjects were instructed as to the required type of re-

sponse v/ord, and told to speak the first word fitting this re-

quirement as quickly as possible, even though the v/ord was
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not exactly precise. Subjects were frequently reminded not

to inhibit reactions that they might think silly or vulgar;

that the emphasis in this experiment was being put on the re-

action time, not the reaction word, so they must feel free to

react v/ithout inhibition. As thorough a spirit of informal-

ity as possible outside the working period was encouraged. All

reaction times over 12 seconds were rejected arbitrarily as

failures. The controls put upon the various types of stimulus

words were,

adjectives - nouns
nouns - adjectives
verbs (tr) - nouns (objects)
verbs (intr)- nouns (subjects)

Since the results on verbs have not been completely compiled,

they are omitted entirely from this paper and no further men-

tion will be made of the verb group, except to include the

lexicon of selected, rejected and homonymous verbs with the

adjectives and nouns. All statements hereafter refer only to

the noun and adjective groups.

Four subjects were used in the adjective noun exi)eriment,

to give three complete sets of reactions for all the adjec-

tives and nouns. All the adjectives were done by each of Ch,

Po, and Ho, three syllable nomis by Ch, Po, aad Li, tv/o syl-

lable nouns completely by Li and Ro, about half each by Ch

and Po, one syllable nouns completely by Ch and Po, almost all

by Ho and the rest by Li. The exact relation of the numbers

of words done by each v/ill be seen in the number of cases giv-

en in Tables, I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, remembering tMt

these figures represent the number of successful responses, not
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the entire number of stimulus vrords given to the subject. Ch,

Ho, and Li were men students, a Sophomore, a Senior and a

Graduate respectively. Po was a woman Graduate in the depart-

ment of Psychology.

Results The results for this experiment are shown in

Tables I, II, III, IV, Y, VI, VII.

Table I . - Here are shown the average reaction times,

modes and numbers of cases for each of the^six groups of stim-

ulus words, one, two, and three syllable stimulus adjectives

and nouns, for each of four subjects. There are no results

on three syllable nouns for subject Ro nor on any adjectives

for subject Li. The order in ishich these words were given is

to be kept in mind. This v/as serially through one, two and

three syllable adjectives, and the nouns then in the same vjs^ .

For subjects Ch and Po the results are uniform. There is a

definite increase in reaction time with the number of sylla-

bles for both noujis and adjectives, and a uniformly larger re-

action time for a given group of nouns over the adjectives of

the same number of syllables. For Li no conclusions can be

drawn, - the reaction time for the groups of nouns of all syl-

lables is practically constant. The vocabulary of Li was very

v/ide; there were probably only two or three failures during

the v/hole series due to unfamiliarity v/ith the word. This may

indicate that the increase in reaction time v/ith the number of

syllables is not dependent on the actual increase in length of

time for the stimulus word to be spoken, but rather because words

increase in complexity of meaning and decrease in familiarity with

their length. In our speaking vocabulary we have a smaller
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percentage of \?ords of tv;o syllables than of one, and a much

smaller percentage of three syllable words. The results for

Ro are peculiar but thoroughly eznplainable. It vail be no-

ticed that for the adjectives,- which were done before the nouns,

there v/as a steady decrease in reaction time in progressing

from one syllable to two syllables and to three, the aver-

ages being respectively 956, 662, and 634, The results for

nouns agree with those for subjects Ch and Po, The reverse

order for adjectives is to be explained by the fact that at

the beginning of the year the subject was not in good health.

This was not realized by the e:q)erimenter until the subject

was well started in the work, and then it was thought inter-

esting to see the effect of improvement in health on the re-

action time. It v/ill be observed how slov/ his reaction time

is for one syllable adjectives as compared to the other sub-

jects, and how much it dropped for the two syllable adjectives.

It v;as in the middle of this group that his poor health v/hich

manifested itself in extreme nervousness was suddenly much im-

proved after being treated by a physician. This .continued

througli the remainder of the adjectives,- it could hardly be

said that his reactions v/ere perfectly normal until this time,

v/hich v/as about a month later. From then on during the noun

series there was nothing conspicuous in his behavior or reac-

tions. Notes taken during his period of disturbance may prove

of interest in emphasizing the dependence of the reverse or-

der of reaction times upon his health at the time.
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Subject Ro. - Nov. 18 , -a tendency today to respond to an ad-

jective with a noun cognate to it, - av;kard-av;k-

wardness . V/hen questioned in regard to this, says

he has a feeling of going along the line of

least resistance, v^Lich he cannot control. Went

to see Dr. X last Friday about his nervousness.

Dr. X gave him some bitter medicine and it made

him better the next day, and ever since. Ho

looks better and is much less nervous. Pace not

so scratched - scratches it when nervous. Had,

he says, especially hard attacks twice a year.

Has been playing heretofore during experiment

with a collection of clamps, bars, v/ire, etc.,

collected from what is within his reach. No be-

havior like this today.

Kov. 19 . -Some tendency to react as on yesterday,

i.e., peevish-peevishness . Some tendency to re-

peat the reaction of the previous stimulus word.

Much repetition of ''being" as reaction word.

IJervousness present again today. Medicine taken

last Friday was nux vomica - has been taking every

day, but not today, because the "effect wearing

off", Now attributes his well being of yesterday

to the good weather, and vice versa for today,

which is cloudy.

Nov. 26 . -Reactions of this type gone - awkward-

awkwardness, but nev/ t}fpe has appeared - the
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same reaction word is given many times in the

same list. " Spirit " was given 15 times in to-

day's work (160 v;ords). Others of this type

were "means ", "money "
.

"mood ".

Deo. 2 - Reaction types occurred like those of

llov. E6.

list I occasion - 3 times
gift - 3 "

condition- 5 "

list II occasion - 2 "

gift - 2

condition- 1 time

List III occasion - 1 "

- gift - 5 times
condition- "

spirit - 6 "

It may he that "spirit " in the last of these lists

was a substitution, voluntary or involuntary, fcor

the word "condition ". In the middle of list III,

subject said that when he gave a reaction that

v;as being duplicated so often, it was not the word

that first came to his mind , but to his lips , i.e.

maternal - gift (spoken reaction )

maternal - care (thought reaction )

After being told that hereafter on such reactions

the thought word as well as the spoken word would

"be called for, these reactions began immediately

to fall off, i.e.

List lY occasion - 1 times
condition- "

gift - "

spirit - 2

btit mind - 5 " as if a new word
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v;ere being introduced to avoid the anticipated

qtiestioning.

There was still some evidence of the first

type of odd reaction, i.e. "awkv/ard «- awkw^ardness "

Dec. 3 - Duplicate reactions contintie.

List I none
List II conduct - 8 times
List III conduct - 1

spirit - 5 "

action - 5 "

List IV conduct - 2 "

spirit - 4 "

action - 2 "

condition 1 "

man - 7 "

mind - 5 "

Dec. 10 - Eouns - first day . Likes adjectives "better than

nouns; nouns call up an object vvith no particular

emphasis on its qualities, while the adjective

cannot appear v/ithout an object. Subject feels

that nouns are going faster, hov/ever

.

Table II - This table shows the variation in reaction

time T/ith change of accent for three syllable adjectives

and nouns. It v/as not corisidered worth while or valid to

make comparisons on accent for two syllable adjectives and

nouns inasmuch as the percentage of these with the accent

on tlie second syllable is so very small in comparison with

those haviiig the accent on the first syllable. And like-

wise for three syllable adjectives and nouns, comparison

is really valid only between the first and second syllable
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accented words, inasmtich as the nuni'ber of words with the ac-

cent on the third syllable is very small. Ho conclusion can

be drav/n at all in regard to the effect of accent on reaction

time. The difference in reaction time v/ith change of accent

varies in direction with different subjects, and by amounts

that in most cases have no validity as differences. It is in-

teresting to note thoiigh that with both groups of words here

subdivided into three classes each, the conclusion drawn from

Table I still holds, that is, that the reaction time is greater

for noun stimuli that for adjective stimuli. Of course com-

parison is possible only for subjects Ch and Po.

Table III - Here are shovm the results of dividing the

noun stimulTis words into seven logical categories and one un-

classified group. Considerable difficiilty was experienced in

finding a scheme of classification. It v;as intended at first

to classify them into tv/o groiips only, abstract and concrete,

but when an actual classification under these simple headings

was attempted it vms found utterly impossible. There is no

hard and fast line betv/een these two classes. There are, of

course, nouns which are obviously concrete, and others unde-

niably abstract, from a certain point of view, but betv/een

these and including a very large percentage of all nouns are

a great horde which are really of widely varying degrees of

concreteness and abstractness . The terms are only relative.

Prom one point of view everything is concrete and from anoth-

er everything is equally abstract. Even the stock illxistra-

tions of abstract nouns, such as triangularity or virtue may

be thought of as being just as concrete as furniture or walk-
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Ing . The v/ords that gave the greatest difficulty were those

of a lov/er level of abstraotness than those which are visually

used as illustrations of abstracts, {nouns ending in ity .

hood , ness ) but which are not of the level of concreteness of

apple or book . Such words are cost , fate , style , skill . Do

v/e mean here costness . fatehood , styleness , skillness , or the

actual money , the actual happening , shortskirts and high boots ,

and manipu.lation of fingers? Or can we say that we are ever

precise at all in just what we do mean,- is now one meant, now

the other? For this reason a nev/ classification mas sought.

Seven categories with an additional unclassified group was the

smallest number found possible to use. They were chosen as

follows;

1. Inanimate objects .- This class is self-explanatory.

2. Animate objects. - Here are included all nouns denoting

living objects in the animal kingdom. A corpse or a salt her -

ring were classified as inanimate. The noun must, too, denote

the v/hole organism, not just one of its parts, - arm and

knuckle come in a later category.

3. Actions .- These nouns express pure action, such as

leap , riding , for their existence lasts only during the leap -

ing or riding . After the leap has been leaped there is no

leap left. This was taken as the test for this class. There

are a good many noujis which may express either pure action or

the result of the action. The adjective given by the subject

was taken as criterion of which was in the mind and it was so

classified. If ambiguous, it was relegated to the unclassi-

fied groxip. Such an example of possible double meaning is the
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noixn crack . This may mean the actual space in the side of

the hroken object, as in the reaction jagged - crack , or it

may mean the action of cracking itself as in the reaction

loud — crack . The former and others of its kind were classi-

fied as inanimate ohjects.

4. Vegetable kingdom . - Tliis class is self-exi)lanatory.

5. Parts of the Body , - This class is self-esplanatory.

It v/as of coui-se not possible to list them under animate ob-

jects with words denoting a complete organism. Besides, it

was thought that a separate classification of these might

through a possible increased reaction time throv/ some light

on the emotional reaction, inasmuch as many parts of the body

are of especial erotic significance, such as hair , loin,

bosom ,

6. :Feelings and emotions , - These are nouns actually

denoting the feelings and emotions themselves, such as love ,

anger, distress , desire . In this list were not included words

having an emotional connotation, such as mistletoe has for

some individuals.

7. Abstracts .- These have been portly discussed above.

It was decided to include not only the orthodox abstracts

v;hich usually end in ity , hood , ness , etc, but also that

lower hierarchy of abstracts including words like vogue , needs

and loss ,

8. Unclassified . - Here were put the days, months, sea-

sons, sounds, diseases, weights and measures, collective nouns,

directions of the compass, times of day, parts of speech, the

sciences and arts, and others.
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The result of this classification as indicated in Table

III shov;s nothing. There is no greater variation in the aver-
f

age reaction time than v/ould be expected from the large var-

iation in the number of v;ords per group, which of course was

not controllable. This uniformity may indicate that emotion-

al digturbances, from whatever cause, - the meaning of the

word, its relative unfarailiarity, etc .,- do not necessarily man-

ifest themselves in an increased reaction time but through

some other physiological mechanism than the vocal apparatus,

such as respiration, heart rate, blood pressure. This is a

problem already under v;ay in this laboratory. Certainly

nothing was indicated by this laborious classification tp '

give any clue to a possible difference in types of response

according to the intrinsic nature of the word. Because of

these negative results, it v/as decided not to compile results

on the classification of adjectives. These v/ere classified

under the same heads as the nouns, the basis of interpreta-

tion being the noun cognate v/ith the adjective.

Tables lY. V. VI. VII . - Here are shovin the distribu-

tions of the reaction times, averages, and modes for one, two

and three syllable adjectives and nouns for each observer,

with the total number of words for each series, and the aver-

age reaction time. It will be observed that the relative

values of the modes follows pretty closely the relative val-

ues of the average reaction times for the serveral groups,

and so bear out the conclusions from the averages.
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Conclusions « - EXPERIIvIEIIT I .

1. The reaction time for the noun— ad jective reaction

is very definitely longer than for the ad jective -noun reac-

tion. The amount of this increase varies with the numher of

syllables in the groups compared and V7ith the subj'ect. The

difference varied from 420 Sigma to 950 sigma. The difference

does not vary in any fixed way in going from words of one syl-

lable to those of two and three. The reason accounting for

this definitely longer reaction time for nouns than for ad-

jectives is probably to be sought for in the normal order of

nouns and adjectives in the English language. With the ex-

ception of a few set couplets such as "durance vile", "choir

invisible", "infant terrible", the universal order in the Eng-

lish language is adjective-noun. Because of this the habit

of reaction in this direction is very stable and as mechan-

inised as is possible with the permutation of adjectives and

nouns in language. The reverse reaction therefore always re-

quires greater effort and gives a longer reaction time. In

connection with this possible explanation an experiment is un-

der vmy in this laboratory to test out the same reactions on

French, Italian and Spanish subjects where the order of ad-

jectives and nouns on the v/hole is the reverse from the Eng-

lish order. If this language explanation has validity, we will

expect to find that the adjective - noun reaction is longer

than the noun - adjective reaction,

A contributory reason for the reaction time being longer

for nouns than for adjectives lies in the fact that many nouns
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are coramonly never used with a modifying adjective, i.e.,

the v/ords "rote" and "ounce", - and adjectives are relative-

ly difficult to find to modify them. This lengthens the re-

action time. This hov/ever was no factor in Experiment II,

v;here all such words were eliminated. Subjects when asked

which v/ere harder to respond to, all named the nouns. They

were asked why and their naive explanations all fell into this

general scheme: an adjective always suggests some object hav-

ing that quality, but a noun suggests no particular aspect of

itself, making it necessary to "feel" for an attribute. Some

of the notes taken of comments by subjects may be of interest

here

:

Ch. IJov, 17 ( first day on nouns ) - llouns much harder than ad-

jectives. Have to think backwards then forwards

to see if adjective fits. Have to think harder

but time seems to go much faster for a list.

(This an illusion - time really much longer,)

Ro. Dec. 10 (first day on nouns ) - Likes adjectives better

than nouns, because nouns call up an object with

no particular emphasis on its qualities, v/hereas

the adjective cannot appear without an object. It

feels as if the nouns were going faster.

Li. Hot. 22 ( first day on nouns ) - Felt as if doing poorly.

Ought to be able to think of better adjectives -

less commonplace ones.

II . The reaction time for these types of controlled re-

actions increases directly as the number of syllables in the
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v;ord increases. This holds for "both adjectives and nouns.

Tne one exception foixnd for adjectives was in the results for

Subject Ho, and for the nouns in the results for Li which have

been explained above. This increase varies for adjectives

from 18 Sigma to 196 sigma and for nouns from 20 signa to 33£

Sigma.

III . The position of the,accent for both nouns and ad-

jectives has no systematic effect on the reaction time.

IV . V/ith nouns there is no interpretable variation in

reaction time according to the logical grouping of the stim-

ulus words, [The reaction time remains relatively constant

within the limits of word length. The variations are prob-

ably attributable to a difference in the number of cases in

each logical group.

V. From observation of the subjects during the course

of the experiment it is to be concluded that two or three sep-

arate hours of work are sufficient for the subject to become

adapted to the experiment, to lose any emotional disturbance

due to the fact of sex difference between experimenter and sub-

ject as far as this last could ever be attained. Inhibition

from such a source v;e are persuaded was at its minimum dtu-ing

the Y/hole experiment for all subjects.

VI. It is impossible for a subject to keep up through

the whole of one session, and necessarily not for the whole

experiment, to the top notch of tension that is possible in

getting reaction times on a few vrords. That v/hich we call
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"tension", whatever its physiological mechanism, V7as evident

for the first two or three vrords of each list, as indicated

by a distinctly shorter reaction time. This suddenly became

longer, and remained more or less toiiform throughout the rest

of the list. If the reaction times for these observers should

seem unduly long, which we doubt very much, it is probably due

to this adjustment to a certain comfortable physiological ten-

sion that can be maintained through the coiirse of an hour's

v/ork at a time for three days a v;eek, for several months.

EXPERILIMT II

Preparation of Material and Method of Procedure

From the results of Experiment I it v/as planned to sectire

a revised list of adjectives and nouns forming a lexicon of

words suitable for these types of controlled associations; to

take an equal number of each group for further trial on a

larger number of subjects, and investigate the same problems

studied in Experiment I. The first task was to eliminate un-

suitable words. These v;ere found to fall into the following

classes

:

1. Unfamiliar words beyond those already eliminated in

making up the original lists. There was throughout a contin-

ual conviction of the necessity for distinguishing between the

reading and conversational vocabulary. In making the original

lists, the experimenter had unwittingly but naturally chosen

words familiar as read , many of which on being heaid by the

subject were pronounced at once unfamiliar. Later his judg-
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ment was changed when the word was spelled for him or he re-

flected on it.

E. 7/ords difficult to pronounce intelligibly to the sub-

ject, such as leak, which was variously taken as leap , link ,

etc., or eoleqtio

,

understood throughout as epileptic .

3. 7/ords having an emotional value either obviously or

subtly, - in the first case words like pregnant , corset , and

suck , and in the latter case that rather large group of words

almost entirely confined to the masculine vocabulary whose

dictionary meaning is perfectly unemotional, but in everyday

tise have also a subtle sexual meaning, extremely emotional.

A few of these have already been mentioned above. The elim-

ination of these words was made by several of the men in the

department. Since, hov/ever, many of these words are purely

colloquial, there are doubtless many still in the revised

lists.

4. Homonymns in a narrov; sense. A difference of spell-

ing and identity of pronunciation v/as req^^ired, also that the

two or more words be of the same part of speech. Fate and

fete are homonymous for this experiment, but not great and

grate . It was considered sufficient control that the subject

knew what part of speech he was being given. Furthermore most

homonsmins actually do exist in the narrow sense taken. As far

as realized now, only two of these homonymns slipped past de-

tection and got into the revised lists. These are chaste ,

chased , and dessert
.
desert .

_5. r/ords that are instrinsically difficult to respond

to with the required type of response, such as the noims
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nothing: and otmce , to give adjectives.

_6. A small grorip of words eliminated for various un-

classified reasons, - long reaction times or absurd responses

attributable to none of the above reasons.

After these rejections were finished special lists were

made up from the selected v;ords for ten days' work. Each list

contained 30 words and siz lists v/ere given in an hoxir making

180 words per session. Whereas the types of words were run

through serially in Experiment I, in this experiment one, two,

and three syllable noims and adjectives were run parallely so

that comparison between the groups would be entirely valid.

Therefore each day's series was made up of one list each of

the following words and given in this order:

1 syllable adjectives
1 syllable nouns
2 syllable adjectives
2 syllable nouns
3 syllable adjectives
3 syllable nouns

The adjectives and nouns also alternated on sn.ccessive days

in occupying the first position in the series. Kouns oc-

curred first on odd days and adjectives on even days. It

was discovered unfortunately that there v/ere not enough se-

lected one syllable adjectives to cover ten days' v;ork, in

fact only 194 of them, enough for six days' work (180) and

a fev/ over. For this reason it was possible to carry out the

above procedure for only six of the ten days. The remaining

days' viTcrk was made up of only tv/o and three syllable adjec-

tives and nouns. It was necessary of course to drop one syl-

lable nouns for the remainder of the series in order that
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there might he an equal nuraher of cne syllahle adjectives and

nouns for the comparison of reaction times. To make the num-

her of two and three syllable adjectives and nouns come out

even for the remaining four days' v/orl: the following schedule

was adopted:

Days VII and IX .- 2 lists each of 2 syllable nouns and
adjectives

.

1 list each of 3 syllable nouns and
adjectives.

Hays YIII and X.- £ lists each of 2 syllable noxms and
adjectives

.

1 list each of £ syllable nouns and ad-
jectives.

This gave the following distribution of the 1800 stimulus

words

:

1 syll. adjectives and nouns, each 180 360
£ and 3 syll. adjectives and nouns, each 350 1440

This whole group of adjectives and nouns together with the re-

maining selected v/ords, the rejected words and the homonymns

can be found at the end of this paper.

In addition to this 10 days' regiilar work, tlxree days'

practise work v/as given preliminarily on the basis of our

conclusion of Experiment I, that the length of time required

to become adapted to the experimental situation is two or

three sessions. For stimulus v/ords were taken v/hatever ma-

terial was available from the rejected words of various kinds,

and as nearly as possible the scheme of paralelism and alter-

nation v/as carried out, as can be seen by referring to the

actual lists used, llo three syllable nouns were included in

these practise words, because rejections had not been quite

completed on them at the time Experiment II began, inasmuch
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as the three syllable nouns formed the xast material for

Experiment L. The actual three days' practise words - 45i9-

each of novns and adjectives - were distributed as follows:

1 syllable 2 syllable 3 syllable

ad.iectives 30 180 60
noims 120 150

These lists are to be found at the end of this paper. It was

contemplated comparing the results for the practise period

with the regular period to see directly the effect of exclud-

ing unsuitable words of different kinds.

Eight subjects were used in this experiment, fotir of whom

had gone through the experiment on verbs (not reported here),

IJo, Mj, La, and CI; and four who were entirely new to the

v/hole experimental procedure, L'lh, Sc, Ba, and Ke. The first

four as v/ell as the latter took the practise work, for there

v/as no reason for thinking necessarily that they might be

adapted to an adjective-noun reaction merely because they had

been working on another similar type of reaction. Of course

any emotional disturbance had already been eliminated. At the

beginning of the regular ten days' work it may be said that

all subjects had lost as much of any emotional attitude as they

would lose, and for all except one subject perhaps we would say

that any remaining emotional upset was practically nil. This

one exception, Ke, v/as of a naturally shy disposition. No has

been described above; La, Mj, CI, LCh, So, and Ke were all

University men, the first of these being a Ph.D. graduate,

the next tv/o Sophomores and the last three JPreslimen, Ea v/as a

Jmiior at a woman's College. In all there were seven men and
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one woman. It had been hoped to have an equal niunber of men

and v;omen but the difficulty of getting women subjects pre-

vented this.

Results for this experiment are shown in Tables Yin to

.XVII inclusive.

Table VIII . This is similar to Table I, Experiment I.

It shov;s the averages, numbers of cases and modes for one, tv/o

and three syllable adjectives and nouns for the regular ten

days work.

1_. The results are consistent throughout for each ob-

server in corroborating the conclusion in Experiment I that

the noun - adjective reaction is longer than the adjective -

noun reaction.

2» The results corroborate throughout the conclusions

in Experiment I that the reaction time increases directly as

the number of syllables in the stimulus adjective, and there is

only one break in the consistency of results for nouns. This

is in tv/o syllable nouns for subject La, v/here there v/as a drop

in reaction time from that for one syllable nouns, though it

increases very markedly for three syllable nouns. Subject La,

however, was apt to be erratic at times, having an excessively

long reaction time for very simple unemotional v/ords. This

may be attributable to his habit of using his hands and fin-

gers a great deal while talking. This might have caused in-

hibitions. This one exception has not been considered of suf-

ficient v/eight to vitiate the otherwise unanimous evidence in

favor of the above general conclusion in regard to syllable

variation.
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gable IX . Here are shown the results for the practise

period. The same conclusions hold here as for the regular

period.

1. The reaction time for the noun- adjjective reaction

is longer than for the adjective- noun reaction.

2. The reaction time for both adjectives and nouns in-

creases directly as the number of syllables in the stimulus

word. There are ej:ceptions for adjectives as indicated in

the Tables, one for subject La, whose erratic behavior has

already been commented upon, and one for subject Sc. It will

be observed that all his averages as compared v/ith the others

are relatively low. This can be attributed actually to a

narrovmess in vocabulary, which instead of hara-pering him,

actually hastened his reaction. He v;as a Freshman, as noted

above, coming from a technical preparatory school, v/here lit-

tle attention was given to English that might have stimulated

a naturally indifferent attitude toward greater precision in

language. As a result his reactions lay within a narrow com-

pass, and duplicates were common. This was true particular-

ly for the adjective responses to nouns. They were made up

largely of what have been called by Kent and Hosanoff non-

specific reactions, such as large, small, good, bad, tall,

short, etc. Pew, if any, adjectives v/ere given of more sub-

tle or connotative significance. Nouns that v/ere reacted to

by the other subjects with emotional adjectives such as hor-

rible, ghastly or beautiful, wonderful got merely bad or good

from this subject. Necessarily these stock adjectives oc-

curred many times in one list and allowed of a relatively
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short reaction time. The nouns given too virere meager in

their connotation and variety, though to a less degree than

the adjectives. Ovdng to the dearth of words in his vocab-

ulary a good many words of common knowledge were unkr.own to

him aad their reactions had to be recorded as failures.

These reasons may account for the break in his results.

3_, The reaction times for both adjectives and nouns ar(

much longer for these rejected words than for the selected

v/ords of the regular series. This v/as of course to be ex-

pected. This increase varies for adjectives from about 50

Sigma to 1000 sigma, and for nouns from 100 Sigma to 1600

Sigma, but for adjectives the increase is usually abotit 400

Sigma and for nouns 600 sigma.

Tables a to XVII (inclusive) . These give respectively

the distribution of reaction times for each of the eight

subjects for the regular ten days' v/ork, vifith the mode un-

derlined and the average reaction time given at the foot of

each column below the total number of cases. It is to be

noted that the difference between the actual number of cases

recorded and the number of stimulus words given in each

group (180 or 360) is due to

_1. failures to respond at all, or with a suitable
word.

2. Stopping of the motor.
^. Failure of subject to speak into the voice key

so as to make the clock stop.
4. A few cases where 3. occurred for the experi-

menter.

These results elaborate the conclusions drav/n from tlie aver-

ages. It will be noticed that to a great extent the modes

bear out the same conclusions as do the averages, especially
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for the increase in reaction time for no-uns over adjectives.

The relatively large ntunber of reactions of four sec-

onds and over, for some of the stibjeots, must indicate eith-

er that the Btirr.ulus v/ords need further elimination or that

these subjects had particularly slov/ reactions for all words,

therefore bringing a larger percentage into this four second

group. Both conclusions are valid to some extent. Some fur-

ther words apparently need to be eliminated to acconmodate

the vocabularies of even University freshmen. On the other

hand, subjects Ba, CI, and La were naturally slov/ in reaction

no matter hov/ simple the stimulus v/ord.

Conclusions. - EXPERIMENT II .

1. The reaction time for the noun-adjective reaction is

longer than the adjective-noun reaction.

2. The reaction time for both adjective and noun stimu-

lus words increases directly with the number of syllables in

the stimulus word.

3. Conclusions 1. and E. corroborate and intensify the

same conclusions made in Experiment I. They hold also for a

group of difficult adjectives and nouns such as were used in

the practise period of this experiment, although the reaction

times for both are greatly increased above the normal for the

large mixed group used in Experiment I or the selected group

of this experiment.
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EXPERIIvIEUT III

Prirpose and Procedure

This experiment was carried out in its present "brief

scope chiefly to get some indication of the probable outcome

of the experiment on a large scale. It consisted in repeat-

ing for tv/o more successive days the identical lists of Day

10 of the regular series. The purpose was to see the course

of the reaction time. For this reason the subject v/as not

instructed that these lists were repetitions, but merely told

that he might possibly recognise some words as having been

given before, to take no note of this but to react as usual

with the first adjective or noun thought of, and to make no

effort to duplicate his response for the sejne stimulus word.

Tliis work was done immediately at the close of the regular

10 days' work on the same eight subjects.

Results : The results are shown in Table XVIII. On the

v/hole there is a decrease in reaction time with each repeti-

tion of the saine stimuliTS v/ords, both adjectives and noiins.

Subject ITo, however, did not conform to this type of reac-

tion except in two out of a possible eight drops in reaction

time. Unfortunately v/e hare no note of any unusual beho.vior

for the three days that might accotuit for his eccentricity.

If we exclude his resialts entirely, hov/ever, the exceptions

are fev/, - only 3 increases as against 25 decreases in reac-

tion time for adjectives, and only 1 increase as against 27

decreases in reaction time for noitns.

The response v/ords given were usually repetitions in
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spite of most ox the subjects- not recognizing on the second

day that the words v/ere exact duplicates, and in spite of the

instructions when they did recognize a duplicated word.

The subjects all "caught on" by the third day that the lists

v;ere duplicates; if one of them gave a nev; response v/ord he

usually commented on the fact to himself.

Conclusions .

1. Successive repetitions of a list of stimulus v/ords

cause successive decreases in the reaction times when the

subject is not informed of the fact of their repetition. These

reaction times would without doubt ultimately reach a physio-

logical level.

EXPERIEMT IV - DOUBLE ASSOCIATIONS .

Ptirpose and Procedure

This experiment like Experiment III v;as made only on a

small scale in order to get an indication of the probable

course of results on a larger scale. It comprise one hour's

work only for each of four subjects Mj, CI, La, and Eo. Six

lists of stimulus words were given, 20 each of one, two, and

three syllable adjectives and intransitive verbs, run paral-

lely as in Experiment II. Double associations were required.

For an adjective stimulus v/ord, the subject must think of a

noun applicable to the adjective and respond with a verb hav-

ing this noun as subject. In this v/ay the first association

was silent, the second spoken. The verb given might be eith-
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er transitive or intransitive, ttit atociliaries v/ere prohib-

ited, with the intransitive verts, the association was made

in the reverse order, back to a notin as its subject (silent)

and then to an adjective (spoken) modifying this noun. In-

transitive verbs were chosen for this typo of reaction as a

check on the backward direction of the association, otherwise

the as33ciation might be made forward to an object of the

verb and its modifier.

Results : The results are shown in Table ilX. With two

exceptions in the three syllable words, there is a uniform in-

crease in reaction time for the backward association from

verbs to adjectives. This result agrees v/ith the comments of

the subjects when asked which was the easier. The backward

association with exceptions was felt to require the greater

effort. This increase in reaction time varies, to be sitre,

betv;een wide limits among the different syllables and differ-

ent subjects, from 32 sigraa to 1500 sigma, with an average

increase of about 570 sigma. Tor the tv/o exceptions for sub-

jects Ho and CI, respectively, the decrease in reaction time

for the backv.-ard association is small compared to the aver-

age increase for otlier cases. It is respectively only 162

and 126 sigma. A larger number of cases v/ould probably throw

these results in the same direction as the rest.

Conclusions .

1. The reaction time is longer for "backv^'ard" than "for-

ward" double associations from the point of view of the nor-

mal language order. The reaction time is longer in associa-
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ting from intransitive verbs back through noixn subjects to

adjectives than from adjectives forward tlirough noun subjects

to verbs.
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SUTMAHY OF COECLUSIOIIS

1. The normal order for adjectives and notins in the Eng-

lish language gives a shorter association reaction time than

the inverse order. That is, the reaction time for the adjec-

tive - notm reaction is shorter than the notin - adjective re-

action. This holds for groups of selected v;ords and mixed

groups containing both selected and rejected words.

2_, The reaction time for hoth normal and inverse orders

of controlled word associations increases directly with the

ntunber of syllables in the stimulus word. This holds for both

the adjective - noun and noun - adjective reactions in groups

of selected words and in mixed groups containing both select-

ed and rejected ?/ords.

3. Conclusions 1. and 2. hold also for groiips of diffi-

cult words made up of rejected adjectives and nouns, although

the reaction times for both are greatly increased above the

average for a selected group or a mixed group of v/ords.

4, The position of the accent in the stimulus word has

no systematic effect on the reaction time for either the ad-

jective - noun or noun - adjective reaction.

5_. There is no interpretable variation in reaction time

according to the grouping of nouns into logical categories.

The reaction time remains relatively constant within the lim-

its of word length.

_6. Two or three separate hours of work are sufficient

for the subject to become adapted to the experiment and to

lose as much as is possible of any emotional disturbance re-
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stilting from sex difference "between subject and experimenter,

?_. The beginning of each list of v/ords is usually mark-

ed by three or four reaction times faster than the average.

There is then a sudden increase which persists through the

list, and which may be due to the adjustment of the subject

to a comfortable, steady muscular "tension" adapted to a long

period of v/ork.

_8. Successive repetitions of a list of stimulus words,

for both the adjective - noim and the noun - adjective reac-

tions, cause successive decreases in the reaction times when

the subject is not informed of the fact of repetition. These

reaction times would probably reach a physiological limit

ultimately.

9_. The reaction time in double association is longer

for the inverse order than for the normal order in the Eng-

lish language. That is, the reaction time is longer in asso-

ciating from intransitive verbs backrrard through noun subjects

to adjectives than forward through noun subjects to xerbs.
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Further Prol^lems in the Word Association Llethod

The following problems are either already in the course

of investigation in this laboratory, or are proposed for in-

vestigation:

1.. A more detailed study of dotible and triple associa-

tion along the line suggested by Experiment IV.

2_. A more detailed study of the course of the reaction

time for repetitions of a group of stimulus words of differ-

ent types, as suggested in Experiment III.

3. The effect of suggestion on the reaction time var-

iation for different types of forward and backward controlled

word association.

4, Comparison of visual and auditory methods of pres-

entation of stimulus Vi'ords in the vrard association method.

_5, A comparison of spoken and written types of reac-

tion in the word association method.

^
6_. The variation in reaction time for the adjective -

noun and noun - adjective reaction in French, Italian and

Spanish subjects.

_7. A stTidy of the emotions in the word association meth-

od, when supplemented by plethysmographic, cardiographic,

sphygmographic, pneumographic, and galvanometric controls.

8_. Sex differences in various types of controlled word

associations.

_9. Investigation into the comparative reaction times

for the following types of controlled v/ord associations:

(1) noun subject - intransitive verb
noun subject - transitive verb
noun subject - verb (either v.i. or v.t.)
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(2) Intransitive verb - noun subject
transitive verb - noun subject
verb (either v.i. or v.t.) - noun subject

(3) transitive verb - noun object
noun object - transitive verb

(4) noun subject - verb
verb - noun subject

(5) A comparison of English and German subjects
for (3) and (4).

(6) noun subject - (verb) - noun object
noun object - (verb) - nortn subject

(7) noun (cause) - verb (effect)
verb (effect) - noun (cause)

(8) verb - adverb
adverb - verb

(9)- class (genus) - member (species)
member (species)- class (genus)

(10) opposites for verbs

(11) opposites for adjectives

(12) opposites for adverbs

(13) coordinate manbers

10. A study of preferential associations.

(1) ?o observe whether transitive or intransitive
verbs occur more often in the noun subject -

verb reaction .

(2) To observe v/hether noun subjects or noun ob-
jects occur more often in the verb - rela -

ted noun reaction,

(3) To observe v/hether noun subjects or noun
objects occur more often in the
noun - noun (related tiirough action) reaction.

(4) llo observe v;hich type of reaction occurs
more often in the noun - logically related
Y/ord (other than verb ) reaction; adjective,
subordinate, supraordinate, or coordinate.

(5) To observe which type of reaction occurs more
often in the adjective - logically related
word reaction; substantive or opposite.
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